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28th August 2020
Dear Councillor ,
I hereby give notice of a meeting of the COMMUNITY, ASSETS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE to be
held remotely in accordance with The Local Authorities and Police and Crime Panels (Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local
Authority and Police and Crime Panel Meetings) (England and Wales) Regulations 2020, on

MONDAY 7th SEPTEMBER 2020 AT 6.30 PM
AGENDA
1. Apologies for absence.
2. Declarations of Interest.
3. To receive and confirm the Minutes of the Community, Assets and Environment Committee

meeting held on 1st June 2020.
4. To receive and consider the Minutes of:
Elgiva Advisory Board meeting of the 24th June 2020.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Eco-Audit Report and Discussion.
Community Energy Switch.
Codmore Field Management Plan.
Berkhampstead Field Update.
Exhibition on Council Land Update.
Cycle Provision in Chesham.
Exclusion of the Public and the Press.
Council Services during Covid -19 Update.
Legal Access to Land Behind Moor Hardstanding.
Yours sincerely,

Bill Richards
Town Clerk

Publication date: 28 August 2020
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MINUTES OF MEETING OF
THE ELGIVA ADVISORY BOARD
at 10.30am on Wednesday 24th June 2020
Present:

Steve Cherry (Chairman)
Mick Carling
Anthony Ogden
Cllr. Jane MacBean
Officers:

Bill Richards (Town Clerk)
David Cooper (Elgiva Theatre Manger)

Apologies: Fiona Kear, Yvonne Plester, Patricia Cherrill, Lee Bright, Parveiz
Aslam & Cllr. Peter Yerrell (Minute Secretary)
1. Chairman’s Welcome:
SC welcomed the members to the first remotely organised Advisory Group
meeting to receive an update on closure during the current Coronavirus lockdown
and plans to reopen.
2. Minutes:
Minutes of the previous meeting were noted.
3. Current Elgiva Position and Future Plans:
BR advised that the theatre was formally closed in mid-March and to date
remained closed. Fortunately, most of the staff had been successfully furloughed
with the government indicating that they would be paying 80% of the wages with
the Council covering the other 20%. Additionally, the new unitary authority had
been supportive by waiving the Council Tax bill and providing a business support
grant which meant, in the short-term at least, the finances were not too parlous.
DC advised that that all social distancing and deep cleaning protocols were being
put in place ready for opening when the government decreed this could happen.
He stated that, with shows and promoters cancelling for the most of the rest of
2020, the initial limited programme would be films and repeat live screenings
while he looked to use the auditorium as a multi-purpose community venue potentially with sessional workshops and activities which allowed for social
distancing. Once the government had confirmed reopening, DC reported he would
be bringing back some, but not all, furloughed staff. He also raised his concern
that many of the volunteer stewards were in the older age bracket and may be
reluctant to return with the virus still prevalent.
DC also updated on the panto which the Council and the company had already
agreed to change from ‘Snow White’ to ‘Sleeping Beauty’ in order that, whatever

social distancing remained in place on-stage and back-stage, could be better
adhered to. He reported that some savings in productions may have to be found
with likely restricted numbers but he was confident the quality wouldn’t be
compromised if it was allowed to proceed.
The Advisory Group then discussed the on-going situation. It was agreed that it
would be difficult to gauge actual numbers as to who would return in the shortterm. It was entirely likely that many people would be desperate to attend a
cultural event but, at the same time, many older persons would be very
circumspect about attending indoor venues. It was agreed however it did give the
opportunity to trial and market events to a younger audience once re-opening was
confirmed. With singing on stage likely to be the last of the social distancing
restrictions to be lifted, JM suggested there was an opportunity to develop a
comedy stand-up programme and DC replied that this was already being
progressed.
AO asked whether masks for patrons would be compulsory. DC said he was still
considering this but, with a significant proportion of attendees traditionally in the
older persons’ category, it may be advisable; not just for the customers but for the
volunteer ushers who may be more willing to return under this scenario.
AO also enquired as to whether fees may increase to offset the restricted numbers
and therefore income. DC said he had no intention of increasing ticket prices in
this difficult time for residents but secondary items such as food and drink may
rise in price, as was likely to happen in pubs.
SC advised that amateur companies were unlikely to return to the Elgiva until
2021, not least because, thus far, they had been unable to meet and rehearse. He
also suggested that, financially, restricted numbers would be a problem as local
theatre groups usually needed around an 80% capacity to make it viable. AO
added that, following the tragic death of one of the Panda Players from Covid-19,
there was likely to be even greater caution about those groups returning which
have a preponderance of older performers.
4. Date of Next Meeting
It was agreed that, in an ever-changing scenario, it would be desirable not to wait
too long until the next meeting so a date would be confirmed in due course.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the Community, Assets and
Environment Committee on Monday 7th September 2020

AGENDA ITEM NO: 5 – ECO-AUDIT
Reporting Officer: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To receive the town council’s Eco-Audit report, consider the draft action plan and
receive updates on progress.
Background Information

2.

In September 2018, the UN Secretary General announced that radical cuts in fossil
fuel emissions were required within two years to avoid runaway climate change. A
report produced by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in 2018 stated
that carbon emissions need to be cut by almost 50% by 2030, to have a two-thirds
chance of avoiding catastrophic temperature increases above 1.5°C.

3.

At the Council meeting of the 9th September 2019, the town council declared a
Climate Emergency with an aspiration to be carbon neutral by 2030.
Financial Implications

4.

As detailed within the report.
Strategic Objectives

5.

Accords with the Council’s strategic objectives three, ‘To preserve the unique
identity of Chesham and promote its heritage and its environment.’ and four ‘To
consult with, understand and represent the views and wishes of the citizens of
Chesham.’
Environmental Implications

6.

The purpose of the Eco-Audit is to provide a baseline for monitoring improvements
to our environmental performance.
Equality Act Implications

7.

Each proposed action will be considered in detail for potential implications for
people with protected characteristics.
Detailed Consideration

8.

Following the town council’s Climate Emergency declaration, the council
commissioned an Eco-Audit to provide baseline data of the council’s carbon
footprint and proposed actions to help the council become carbon neutral by 2030
and reduce the negative ecological impacts of our activities. The Eco-Audit is
attached as Appendix One.

9.

The town council’s carbon footprint was calculated at 376.2 tons per year. The
majority of this (304 tons) comes from the council’s energy usage. Apart from
water and paper, the audit did not assess the embedded carbon emissions in the rest
of the council’s purchases; the auditor advised this would add approximately 40%
to the measured carbon emissions.

10.

There are a series of suggested next steps in the Eco-Audit (see pages 6-7). Step
three is the appointment of a Green Champion to support the implementation of the
recommendations.

11.

The auditor has produced a list of the top ten priorities for the first year (page 9).
Officers’ progress and comments on these priorities are detailed in Appendix Two.

12.

The remainder of the audit mainly focuses on specific recommendations for each
of the council’s buildings. The recommendations have been put into an Action Plan
spreadsheet (Appendix Three) and ranked in a traffic light system according to
whether the actions have been implemented, can be achieved quickly, require more
work/investment, or require a council decision as to whether they should be
undertaken. Indicative costs have been obtained for many of the actions and added
to the spreadsheet; wherever possible local companies and contractors will be used
to both support local businesses and reduce carbon expended in transport. Your
officers would welcome the committee’s views on prioritising activities to create a
scheduled Action Plan for implementation.

13.

The consultancy that conducted the eco-audit can also provide a Zero Carbon
Councillor Workshop which sets the climate and ecological context, identifies the
major sources of the average household carbon emissions and facilitates a
discussion of the levers available to the council to move the community towards net
zero carbon. The original intention was that the workshop would be delivered in
person. Your officers are currently liaising with 3 Acorns Eco-Audits to see if the
workshop can be conducted remotely.

Recommendations
(i)
(ii)

That the Committee appoints a Green Champion.
That the Committee makes recommendations as to areas of
work that should be prioritised within the Action Plan.

Introduction
1 Headline Figures 19/20
2 Policy & Management
Recommendations
3 Human Resources
4 Top Ten Priorities
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2 Coleman Road
London
SE5 7TG

3 Acorns Eco-audits
Inspiration
Information
Implementation

Telephone:
Email:
Website:

+ 44 (0)20 7703 8748
contact@3acorns.co.uk
www.3acorns.co.uk

Eco- Audit Report for: Chesham Town Council
FAO: Bill Richards, Town Clerk

Introduction
We would like to thank Bill Richards, the town-council staff and town-councillors for
kindly organising and facilitating the eco-audit process.
The key context in which this eco-audit takes place is the statement by the UN
Secretary General in Sept. 2018, that humanity has to have started radical cuts in fossilfuel emissions within two years, if we were not to face potential extinction and the 2018
report of the IPCC that stated carbon emissions need to be cut by nearly half by 2030,
to have a two thirds chance of avoiding temperatures catastrophically rising above 1.5C.
In September 2019 and for many years previously, similar warnings about a possible
pandemic were given but not acted upon. CV19 threatens 1% of the population, the
climate and ecological crisis threaten all of humanity and what is left of nature.
However, in 2019, Chesham town-council decided to act and declared a climate
emergency and set a target of 2030 to be carbon neutral.
This requires unprecedented civilisational change for the town and its community. We
hope this report will enable Chesham Town Council to plan how they can make a
positive contribution to this global effort by initially eliminating their own CO2 emissions.
Being the closest tier of government to the community, means it has many constructive
opportunities to enable the town to move towards the 2030 zero-carbon and zero
ecological impact targets.
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1. Headline Eco-Data Figures 2019/20

Combined data for all premises:
Building Energy Consumption
Electricity kwh:
Electricity CO2 (tons)
Solar Electricity kwh produced
Tons CO2 saved
Gas kwh
Gas C02 (tons)
Building Energy Carbon Footprint (tons)
Flights CO2 (tons)
Petrol (litres)
Petrol (tons of CO2)
Diesel (litres)
Diesel (CO2)
Total Transport Carbon Emissions
Total Energy carbon footprint (tonnes):
Square meterage
Mains water consumption (litres):
Water supply CO2 (tons)
A4 Sheets virgin photocopying paper
% made from recycled paper
Trees consumed
Paper carbon emissions
Total annual municipal waste (tons)
Non-recycled waste (tons) (61,400 litres)
Recycled (tons) (82,900 litres)
Waste CO2 (tons)
Recycling rate (%)
Utility Bills
Electricity
Gas
Water

310,100
86
7,300
(2)
1,147,500
218
304
0
617
1.5
6,700
17.5
19.0
323
n/a
14,733,000
14.7
1,250,000
0
147
27
74
32
42
11.5
58
£ 40,100
£ 27,900
£ 17,000
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Bank:

Lloyd’s

Investment Bank: National Westminster

Breakdown of Electricity
Usage (Kwh)
Elgiva
Gym & Swim
Town Hall
Depot
Lowndes
Codmore
Toilets
Total

134,000
98,400
41,400
17,000
9,100
8,500
1,200
310,100

Breakdown of Gas Usage
Gym & Swim
Elgiva
Town Hall
Total

834,400
233,100
80,000
1,147,500

Breakdown for Water Usage
(Litres)
Gym & Swim
6,550,000
(mains)
Depot
5,100,000
Elgiva
1,380,000
Allotments
745,000
Gym & Swim
(extraction)
384,000
Town Hall
290,000
Public toilets
227,000
Lowndes (abstraction) 57,000
Breakdown of Building Energy
Carbon Emissions (tons)
Manor Gym & Swim
185
Elgiva Theatre
83
Town Hall
27
Codmore
2.5
Lowndes
2.5
Toilets
0.3
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Breakdown of Carbon Emissions
kg CO2/square meter
Gym & Swim
Elgiva
Town Hall

400 ( 464 sq.m)
71 ( 1,143 sq.m)
42 ( 630 sq.m)

Data Analysis
Carbon Footprint
Your annual energy carbon footprint for building energy is 304 tons, which is about the
equivalent of the average energy emissions of about 101 UK homes.
The quickest way to get to net zero for energy consumption would be to switch to a
green electricity supplier and to switch your gas heating and fossil fuelled vehicles to
electric.
It would also mean that the council implements a comprehensive energy efficiency
programme on its premises and to look at how it can maximise the production of the
renewable electricity required to do this locally.
The elephant in the room of course is the open-air swimming pool. The carbon footprint
of the Gym & Swim of 185 tons, makes up a staggering 61% of your premises carbon
emissions.
It is also worth noting that the carbon emissions for your virgin paper usage are
significantly higher than your total transport emissions. In addition, every mature tree
stores up to one ton of CO2. So, the trees felled for your annual paper usage would
have stored 147 tons of CO2.
It is positive that the council is looking at how it can work towards being a zero-carbon
council itself, as this gives it credibility as it seeks to provide leadership in the
community on the issues.
Other than water and paper, the audit did not assess the embedded carbon emissions
in the rest of the council’s annual purchases. A normal rule of thumb is to add another
estimated 40% to the measured energy carbon emissions.
Electricity
Switching to a genuine green electricity tariff would make all your electricity
consumption net zero.
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Considering that all water-heating at the Gym & Swim is gas-powered, the high
electricity consumption merits further investigation.
The council should carry out an assessment of all its properties to see how it can
maximise the production of solar and wind renewable energy.
Gas
As will be seen in the detailed heating section below, the first crucial priority will be to
ensure all premises have working timing and zoning controls and that they are operated
in line with the recommendations about the actual spaces being heated, the length of
time they are heated and at what temperature they are heated at.
To achieve zero carbon for energy, the gas boilers will need to be replaced with
electrical heating of some form, powered by green electricity.
Waste/ Recycling
The reported recycling rate was 58%, which is significantly above the national average
municipal recycling rate of 45%. The detailed section below lists a number of areas
where recycling provision can be improved.
Water
The water consumption at the Gym and Swim is understandably again the largest of
any of your premises. Combined with targeting efficiency measures, the more you can
source your water by abstraction, rather than mains-supplied, the more you reduce the
carbon emissions for pumping it to your premises.
The large reported water consumption at the Depot, needs investigating.

2. Policy & Management Recommendations

Suggested Next Steps
1. Submit the eco-audit report to the Town Councillors with recommendations for
action.
2. The Town Clerk to ensure annual eco-audit report is produced and presented to the
council, including the above eco-data bench-mark measurements. The report would
include a brief summary of any other relevant environmental information, including
progress on implementing eco-audit recommendations and progress made on
initiatives involving the local community.
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3. Request the councillors to appoint a green champion to support the Town Clerk in
the implementation of the recommendations.
4. The Clerk to ensure that procedures that address waste reduction, recycling, greenpurchasing and energy-efficiency monitoring are in place.
5. Ensure that a spreadsheet reporting implementation progress of Eco-audit report
recommendations, is a standard item on the relevant management committee
meeting agenda.
6. Include eco-issues in future tenant and room-hire agreements, such as electrical,
water and heating efficiency and participation in the recycling service.
7. Any future contracts that the council signs should include criteria that facilitate it
working towards its zero 2030 target. e.g. the café at the Elgiva Theatre is run by a
private contractor.
8. Include a new Zero Carbon Chesham section on your website, where local residents
can get information on the various ways that they can reduce their carbon and
ecological impacts.
9. Consider staging a Zero Carbon Chesham Community Engagement Day in
conjunction with local community groups, to see if you can stimulate some collective
partnership actions locally.
10. The Neighbourhood Plan revision is currently being consulted on.
11. This needs to be revisited to ensure it facilitates & prioritises the delivery of a zero
carbon Chesham.
Ensure that protected cycling infrastructure, local water sourcing, major expansion of
tree planting, rewilding of open spaces, organic food-growing, reduction in cement
usage, renewable energy etc are addressed with the priority required.
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3. Human resources

1. Staff contracts should be amended in consultation with the staff to include a new
provision along the lines of: “The Chesham TC is committed to being an
environmentally responsible organisation. You will be expected to help in delivering
this commitment, in how you fulfil your day to day duties, as a member of our staff”.
2. Similarly, job-specifications should be changed where relevant, which will help
ensure new eco-procedures are passed on to new staff.
Then targets for implementation of the green strategy can be included in relevant
staff annual appraisals and include environmental training / awareness in any
personal developmental plans.
3. Induction procedures for new staff should include procedures adopted to implement
this policy of environmental responsibility e.g. including how to use the airconditioning, green purchasing and waste-reduction & recycling procedures.
4. It is important that your in-house cleaning staff are included in any new procedures
that are being introduced to make the council eco-friendlier.
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4. Top Ten Priorities for First Year

The following items are suggested as your top ten priorities for first year:
1. Do not heat the buildings above 18/19C in winter.
2. Ensure heating and hot-water timers and zoning controls are set correctly.
3. Sign up to a 100% green electricity tariff.
4. Switch your all your paper products to 100% recycled paper.
5. Consult the local wildlife trust on developing a biodiversity action plan for your open
spaces.
6. Programme the switchover of diesel and gas vehicles/appliances to green
electricity.
7. Complete the switchover of all lighting to LEDs within a year.
8. Develop an action plan in conjunction with the local community on how to achieve a
Zero Carbon Chesham.
9. Commission feasibility studies for maximising solar panel & wind-turbine
installations on council properties and sites.
10. Implement annual environmental reporting to the council on the council’s own
environmental performance progress and the local communities.
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5. Heating

The Town Hall
Current Good Practice
1. The windows and doors in the town hall are double glazed and in good condition.
2. The heating in the town-hall is off at weekends.
3. There is an efficient new boiler in the town-hall.
Suggested Next Steps
1. Town-hall opens at 8.30am
Official office hours are 9am to 5.30pm. from Monday to Friday.
Saturday’s from 9 to 1pm.
But the central-heating is timed to come on at 6am. Staff did not know what time it
was scheduled to go off in the evenings at. Urgent.
Trial the heating to come at 8.00am and to go off at 4pm or earlier, in the offices.
As the time the heating is turned off was unknown, we are unable to estimate the
potential hours saved in the evenings but if the above recommendation works for the
starting time, then over a week, it would save 12 hours of heating operation per
week.
Experiment with these timings as they will vary according to the building’s thermal
insulation.
3. Recommended CCC winter heating room temperature for sedentary activities such
as office-work is 18C. CIBSE recommend 19C.
Important: Each extra degree wastes up to 10% of your heating bill.
As parts of council offices are being heated to as high as 24C, you are wasting up to
60% of your heating bills in parts of the premises.
The recommended temperature for the non-ambient elderly is 21C.
Town hall first floor landing was 22C.
Upstairs kitchen was 24C, despite being empty most of the week.
Lowndes Room was 22C and empty.
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Community Hall 19C and empty.
Downstairs kitchen 23C and used just once a week.
Reception 22C
Main office 23C.
Stairwell 21C
Upstairs gents 20C
Bathroom 20C with windows open.
Town-clerks office 24C
4. Staff we spoke to were unaware of any thermostats or what temperature the
systems were set at.
We were told however that the building central heating is divided into only two
zones, upstairs and downstairs.
Get a quote for installing more zoning controls, as different parts of the building have
different usage patterns.
For example, the large council chamber was heated despite being empty during the
site-visit.
5. Get a digital thermometer for the premises and have named staff member assigned
to implement the CIBSE recommended heating temperatures.
6. Turn heating in bathrooms/staircases/corridors/ kitchens etc. down to frostprotection.
They do not need to be heated to the same temperature as occupied parts of the
premises.
The downstairs kitchen is only used once a week, so turn heating down to frostprotection and close the door for rest of the week.
Heating bathrooms above frost-protection is a significant waste of energy, as the
windows are often left open to air them and people only use them for a brief time.
The town-hall stairwell has doors into it both upstairs and downstairs, so this makes
it easy to turn the heating down to frost-protection from the 21C it was at on sitevisit.
7. Ensure that all relevant hot-water pipes and central heating pipes are insulated e.g.
there were exposed pipes coming from the gas boiler.
8. Install heat reflectors behind radiators on outside walls.
9. Ensure radiators on outside walls are not blocked by furniture or boxes etc e.g.
town-hall main-office
8. For the council to achieve net zero carbon for building energy would require three
steps:
i. Sign up for 100% green electricity supplier.
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ii. The conversion of heating boilers to electric heating, whether electric boiler, airsource heat-pumps or infra-red panels.
iii. A major energy efficiency drive, complemented by the installation of more solar
PV systems on the relevant roofs & council car-parks (e.g. at Gym & Swim) and
possibly wind-turbines at Lowndes Park.
13. Check whether cavity walls and roof in town-hall have been insulated. Important.

The Elgiva Theatre
Current Good Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.

Heating was off in all the foyer bathrooms.
Fire doors are well draught-proofed.
There is a door-closer on the foyer rear exit-door which helps keep the heat in.
The auditorium has its own separate air-handling heating system, which enables it to
be off when unused. The heating there is set from 5 to 9pm.

Suggested Recommendations
1. The boilers are 22 years old and reported to have only 80% efficiency.
The easiest way to move to a zero-carbon option for heating at the theatre would be
to replace these simply with an electric boiler, coupled with a genuine green electric
tariff.
2. The joints and pipes in the main boiler room need to be insulated to a modern
standard.
3. Check if the cavity walls and ceiling have been insulated. It was built in 1998, so it is
likely to have been.
4. Temperatures:
Manager’s Office 22C
Back stairwell 18C
Backstage corridor 21C
Auditorium 22C
Dressing-room corridor 24C
The box-office hours are 9.30am to 5pm.
The main central heating is on from 8am to 9pm.
See recommendations on temperatures & timers in town-hall section above.
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5. The back stairwell is a very large space to be heating to 18C, but it has an exit-door
upstairs and downstairs to the rest of the building and so can be independently
controlled. Turn the heating down to frost-protection.
6. The dressing-room, backstage and under-stage areas are heated during all opening
hours, despite often being empty. Ideally, this would have a separate zoning control
installed, so that it can be turned off when us-used.

Gym & Swim
Current Good Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hot water is maintained at 55C and not above.
Windows are all double-glazed and well draught-proofed.
Radiators are turned off all year round in the gym.
Whilst having an outdoor heated pool is inherently shockingly wasteful in energy, the
pool has at least got an extra thick pool-cover. Wind increases heat-losses.
5. The operating temperature of the pool has been reduced from 32C to 28C which is a
significant step for efficiency.
6. New efficient boilers have been recently installed.
Suggested Recommendations
1. Opening hours are from:
6am to 9pm Monday to Friday
8am to 6pm Saturday & Sunday
But the central heating was reported as being on 24/7!
Ensure you have a working 7-day timer and it is set according to usage.
Trial the following operating hours:
5.30am to 7pm Monday to Friday
7.30am to 4pm Saturdays/Sundays
If this works it would save central heating operating hours of 10.5 hours / day
Monday to Friday and 15.5 hours/day Saturday and Sundays!
This would potentially reduce operating hours from 168 hours per week to 84.5
hours / week or a saving of 50%.
Urgent!
2. Insulate the hot-water pipes in the downstairs boiler room and the pipes leading from
the boiler in the Ladies boiler room.
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3. Check the town-hall section on temperatures for the central heating. The disabled
bathroom was at 25C and corridor 28C!
4. The door from the reception office to the gym is left open, to allow staff to double as
help for gym-users and as reception staff.
But as the gym is unheated and the windows generally left open, this means that a
cold draught enters the rest of the building via the office which is heated and the
heat is also lost from the heated parts.
One solution to this would be to ensure the door from the entrance foyer to the
viewing room is kept closed using a door-closer, get rid of the over-head electric
curtain heaters at the entrance door and instead provide an infra-red heater for the
reception office which will heat the staff but not the air.
5. The central heating has no zoning controls and the sole reported thermostat is
located in the draughty reception office.
This means even if it was set at correct 18C temperature at the office, other parts of
the building would be over-heated. The corridor was at a sweltering 28C!
Move the thermostat to the centrally heated part of the building but ensure only
trained staff have access to it. Urgent!
6. The building was built in 1986 and so the walls and roof may not have been
professionally insulated. Check whether this was done in the 1997 refurbishment.
If not, ensure the centrally heated sections of the building are professionally
insulated.
7. The hot-water is on 24/7 in the downstairs boiler room. Set a timer to be in line with
usage.
8. The styro-foam insulation on the pipes in the plant room need sealing to make it
effective.
9. Joints in plant room need insulation. There are Velcro insulating wraps available on
the market which makes this easier.
10. As the gym is not heated, draught-proof the door into the pool-view room which is
heated.
11. Install insulating heat-reflectors on all radiators on outside walls and on wall between
pool-view room and gym (as gym is unheated.)
12. Whilst pool temp has already been reduced from 32 to 28C, challenge every degree
of heat, especially in summer months.
Also debate needed to determine if such a high energy facility as an open-air pool in
winter is justifiable in this climate emergency.
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13. The higher you can place reinforced glass wind-barriers around the pool enclosure,
the less heat you will lose to wind-shear.

6. Electricity

Existing Good Practice
1. A community energy company is being investigated by the council.
Suggested Next Steps
1. Switch to a green electricity supplier who sources all of their electricity from zero
carbon sources such as hydro, wind and solar panels, as this would make all of the
electricity used by the council premises carbon-neutral.
Orsted Energy undertake to match regional electricity price quotes:
https://orstedbusiness.co.uk/en
Good Energy and Ecotricity are the top two rated green electricity suppliers and SSE
also have good quality renewable energy tariffs, if you would like additional quotes to
Orsted Energy.

Town Hall
1. The roof of the council offices has some reasonable potential for the installation of a
solar array.
The Solar Shed installs large and small arrays and we have found their site surveys
to be honest about a site’s feasibility or not.
They also have experience in installing arrays in open fields. So, you might like to
ask them about potential arrays at the various car-parks.
https://www.thesolarshed.co.uk/about-us/
https://www.bre.co.uk/filelibrary/nsc/Documents%20Library/BRE/89087-BRE_solarcarpark-guide-v2_bre114153_lowres.pdf
2. Ensure laptops/computers are set to energy saving mode and lower the screen
brightness to appropriate level for users, unless people have specific eye-problems.
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3. Put a 7-day timer on the mains-connected water-cooler in the town-hall, so that it is
only on during opening hours.
4. The Sadia electric water-heater in the town-hall boiler-room is on 24/7. Install timer
so it is on only when open.
5. The fridges upstairs were empty. Turn them off when un-used. Query if they are
actually needed.
6. The very large fridge in the downstairs town-hall kitchen is almost empty except for
carton of milk for staff fridge.
See if you can get a very small cabinet fridge for the milk and turn off the large fridge
when unused.
7. The air-conditioning for the district council’s CCTV room is set at 15.5C. BT have
had their servers at 27C for over a decade.
Check with manufacturers for the correct temperature setting. Air-conditioning units
use about 2,000 watts each, so this is important.
8. The door-curtain electric fan-heater at town-hall reception entrance should be turned
off.

The Elgiva Theatre
Current Good Practice
1. There is no air-conditioning in the theatre.
This is a positive from a carbon perspective, as an air-conditioned building can
double the carbon footprint of a premises.
Suggested Recommendations
1. Install a timer on the drinks-cooler cabinets in the bar. Bar is only open from 6pm to
10pm.
2. Rationalise the two half-empty ice-cream freezers into one and turn one off.
3. See if the line-coolers can be placed outside the beer cellar, as the heat from them,
makes the refrigeration system have to work harder.
4. Ensure beer cellar is kept at correct temperature, ever 1C colder uses about 10%
more energy.
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Gym & Swim
Current Good Practice
1. A solar system has been installed on the roof of the gym.
2. Electric heating was off in empty therapy room.
Suggested Recommendations
The Gym & Swim has much higher electricity consumption than we would expect.
The main possible reason could be inefficient operation of the electric heating.
Ensure it gets turned off at night, is not on in rooms with windows open and is operated
at correct temperatures (18C in seating areas and 16C in physical exercise areas.)
1. Turn the two over-head electric door-curtain heaters off at main-entrance, once you
get an infra-red heater for the staff at reception.
2. Get timers for the vending machines so they are only running during opening hours.
3. Electric heater in abs room was set at 21C. Should be 16C maximum for exercise
room or consider if heating is needed at all, as there is none provided in the gym.
4. The electric tube-heaters in the gents changing room are on 24/7. Put a 7-day timer
on them and programme according to recommendations in town-hall heating section.
5. The gents dressing room has large gap above wall and six-inch gap under door.
Thus, the heat you are paying for is constantly escaping.
6. Get timers for the heaters in the large downstairs studio.
7. As the ladies changing room was being used during the site-visit, we were unable to
access it. It is likely the above heating issues are also relevant.

Depot
Current Good Practice
1. Windows have been double-glazed.
Suggested Recommendations
1. The electric heater in the workshop is left on 24/7. Replace it with an infra-red panel
which heats the workers rather than the air, which is relevant heat due to building not
being thermally insulated and so only needs to be on when the workshop is used.
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2. Heating at the Depot is already all electric so if you switch to genuine green
electricity supplier, it will be net zero.
3. Temperatures:
Empty managers office 23C.
4. Get 7-day timers for the heaters and set them in line with occupation.
Opening hours are 8 to 4pm (3.30pm on Fridays) – so try them set at 8am to 2.30pm
(2pm on Fridays).
5. The large tea-urn is on all day. As this uses about 3,000 watts, this is wasteful.
Consider getting commercial kettle and just boil what is needed for pot of tea.
6. The hot-water boiler is on 24/7. Get 7-day timer and programme for it to be in line
with opening hours.
7. The layout of the depot block is unusual from a heating point of view.
It has two heated rooms (drying room & managers office) separated by an unheated
storeroom from the heated staff-room.
Also, the heated drying-room has a door into the bathroom which has its window
open permanently for fresh-air.
Install door-closers from heated rooms into the unheated store-room and the
bathroom and draught-proof the doors with door-brushes and strip-insulation as
though they were outs
8. Check if there are cavity walls and if there are, if they have been insulated.
9. The heating in bathroom and drying room is on 24/7.
Turn heating in bathroom down to frost protection and only turn heating on in the
drying room when the workmen’s clothing is wet and needs drying, rather than being
on 24/7.
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7. Lighting

Town Hall
Current Good Practice
1. Some LEDs already in use in town-hall, e.g. downstairs ladies, small amount in
council chamber
2. Bathrooms and small upstairs kitchen in town hall have movement light-sensors.
Suggested Next Steps
Whilst the town-hall does not have any inefficient tungsten or halogen lighting and only
some inefficient T8 fluorescent tubes, the main lighting issue, is that many parts of the
building have large amounts of recessed lamps.
These waste up to 90% of the energy used to run them, as the light is wasted in the
recess and so they can only light the space immediately beneath them.
Replacing the recessed fittings with pendant lamps with LED bulbs, would reduce
amount of wattage required by up to 90% in many places around the town-hall.
When replacing any lighting, ensure you do so in future only with LED lamps, which
use about 40 to 50% less electricity than fluorescent tubes and energy saving lamps.
Replace all remaining inefficient T8 fluorescent tubes with LED tubes, e.g. the 4 x
100-watt tubes upstairs at town hall.







For example:
The Lowndes Room has 12 x 56-watt fluorescent tubes = 672 watts. This could
be reduced to 330-watts by switching to LED tubes. They are not recessed or
boxed tubes which is good.
The Community Hall has 16 x 58-watt fluorescent tubes = 928-watts in total. This
could be reduced to 460-watts by switching to LED tubes.
Downstairs kitchen has 3 x 56-watt fluorescents.
Main office has 13 x 72-watt fluorescent tubes = 830 watts. This is the equivalent
of 41 living rooms worth of light.
Town-clerk’s office has 6 x 72 watts fluorescent tubes = 432-watts or 20 living
rooms. Consider replacing with 2 x pendant 20-watt led lamps and a 5-watt LED
desk-lamp.
Both the reception and upstairs corridor have 400 watts each of CFL lamps,
equal to 20 living rooms worth in each.
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This could be radically reduced by replacement with 18-watt pendant LED lamps.
The council chamber in addition to the 9 LED lamps, has got 64 x 18-watt
recessed CFLs burning a total of 1,152 watts.
The upstairs corridor has 22 x 18-watt CFL recessed lamps = 400-watts or 20
living rooms worth of light.

The Elgiva Theatre
Existing Good Practice
1. Almost all the inefficient halogen spot-lamps in the reception area have been
switched to efficient LED spots, as have 7 halogen spots in both foyer bathrooms
and the side of stage lights.
2. The main lighting-rig in theatre has been converted to LEDs spots. This is important
as LED spots only use about 100-watts, compared to the old tungsten spots of up to
1000 watts.
3. 50% of the lamps in the foyer are pendant lamps which enable all of the light to be
useful.
4. A quote is being sought to convert the tungsten auditorium house-lights to LEDs.
This is important due to the number of inefficient lights present. There are 44 x 80watt lamps = 3,520 watts.
Suggested Recommendations
1. The theatre has some T5 fluorescent tubes but LED tubes are now about 30% more
efficient, so replace them in future with LED tubes e.g. Manager’s Office Manager’s
office corridor.
2. The back staircase which has 3xT8 old inefficient100-watt fluorescent lamps, which
should be replaced and it also needs a movement sensor, as it is only used
occasionally.
3. Get movement sensors for all the bathroom lights, including the disabled bathroom
in the foyer.
4. Turn off the two LED floodlights over the ticket office window, as they appear to be
serving no purpose.
5. Both foyer bathrooms are inefficiently lit with 26-watt CFLs. Switch to LED options.
6. There are still about 6 to 12 tungsten spot-lamps left in the theatre lighting-rig. These
could use up to 12,000 watts if all were being used at same time. If used regularly,
seek to complete the switch-over of all stage lights to LEDS. 12 LED stage-lights
would use about 1,200 watts.
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7. The blinds in the foyer were drawn and the lights during the site-visit. Train staff to
maximise use of natural light.

Gym & Swim
Current Good Practice
1. Plans in place to move lighting to LEDs.
2. Downstairs small studio electric heating is usually left off.
Suggested Recommendations
1. Install movement sensor for disabled bathroom lights.
2. Get movement sensor for the lights on the stairs.
3. The downstairs studio lights cannot be turned off when empty, as there is not a
separate switch. Install one.
4. Likewise, the therapy room and adjacent bathroom are on shared switch. Get
separate switch so the therapy room when empty can have its lights off.

Depot / Parks
Current Good Practice
1. Plans are already in place to switch the office, security, park and public toilet lights to
LEDs.
2. Workshop already has LED lamps.
3. Security lights already on movement sensor.
Suggested Recommendations
1. Consider including motion sensors when replacing current park lights with LEDs, to
ensure that they are not on all night when nobody is present.
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8. Waste Reduction/ Recycling

Town Hall
Current Good Practice
1 You have installed hand-driers in the town-hall bathrooms, which eliminates need for
wasteful paper-towels.
2 You have refill dispensers for soap rather than one-use plastic bottled soap.
3 The regular mail-out to all allotment holders is ceasing and moving to email.
4 Real mugs are used for staff drinks at town-hall.
Recommended Next Steps
1. Place well-labelled recycling bins around the town hall.
2. Train those entrusted with purchasing authority, such as furniture or equipment, in
green purchasing policies, i.e. reduce, re-use, recycle and how to implement them.
For example, first checking to see if the item is actually required or is available preused on eBay or elsewhere.
3. Avoid buying anti-bacterial soap, as it should only be used in clinical situations.
The FDA says that traditional soap works just as well for ordinary bathroom usage
and to tackle cv19.
The active ingredient Triclosan in many anti-bacterial soaps is polluting waterways
and the seas.
https://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm378393.htm
A plant based soap for refills is available from Bio-D
https://biodegradable.biz/shop/hand-soaps/bio-d-geranium-sanitising-hand-wash-5l/
4. For those councillors who are comfortable using a laptop or tablet, provide agenda
papers electronically.
5. Promote copying onto scrap-paper when clean paper is not needed for internal
purposes.
6. Ensure flyers for the theatre and the town-guide are printed in future on 100% postconsumer recycled paper.
7. Explore potential for cutting down the number of pages for the town-guide by signposting in it the more detailed information to be provided on your website.
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8. Get re-usable plastic glasses for water-cooler. You are using disposables at the
moment for fear of them breaking.
9. Get refillable whiteboard markers, pencils and refillable pens.
https://www.greenstat.co.uk/refillable-pens
https://www.greenstat.co.uk/markers-and-highlighters
10. By getting your cleaners to use e-cloths for bathroom surfaces, kitchens and
windows, you can eliminate almost all of the need for bottled liquid cleaning
products. https://www.e-cloth.com

The Elgiva Theatre
Current Good Practice
1. There are driers in foyer bathrooms and no paper-towels.
2. A recycling system is in place for cans, card, paper, plastic bottles, glass.
3. An estimated 50% of waste is recycled which is slightly better than UK average of
45%. (One 1,100 l euro-bin/week of each).
Suggested Recommendations
1. The bar serves all drinks in one-use plastic glasses for safety reasons. Switch to reusable plastic glasses instead.
2. Buy bin-bags made from recycled plastic.
3. Switch to a more benignly packaged crisp brand than Pringles, which is an
unrecyclable combination of plastic, aluminium and cardboard.
4. Do not use anti-bacterial soap.

Gym & Swim
Current Good Practice
1. Soap dispensers are used in the bathrooms, which reduces plastic soap bottled
waste.
Suggested Recommendations
1. There is currently no recycling service at the premises. Introduce the system you
have at the Elvira Theatre.
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2. Avoid buying anti-bacterial soap, whose ingredients are damaging to water-life. The
US FDA says ordinary soap is just as effective.

Depot
Current Good Practice
1. There are three mixed recycling bins in the park.
Suggested Recommendations
1. The workmen do not recycle waste collected on litter-picks in open spaces, as this
would mean they have to carry two separate sacks. However, if it was done in pairs,
you could have one doing recyclable waste and the other general waste.

9. Purchasing / Miscellaneous
Town Hall

Suggested Next Steps
1. Switch to 100% post-consumer-waste recycled photocopying paper. Evolve is one
of the better-quality brands on the market.
This would save about 56 trees per year (excluding external printing).
You are currently using 100% virgin paper for photocopying but it is certified by
PEFC.
2. Request recycled paper for any external printing work for flyers, posters etc.
This is a large source of the council’s paper usage with the theatre alone using
about 747,000 A4 equivalents of paper per annum.
Switching this to 100% post-consumer recycled paper would save about 78 trees
per annum.
Some printers do not charge a premium for using recycled paper. If you cannot find
one locally, alocalprinter.co does recycled paper with vegetable-ink printing at a
reasonable rate.
http://www.alocalprinter.co.uk/eco-printing/green-printing-policy
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If both your photocopying and external printing were switched to recycled paper, it
would save over the next decade an estimated 1,340 trees or the equivalent of a
small woodland.
These trees would also store up to 1,340 tons of carbon.
Don’t forget to include “printed on 100% recycled paper” on the artwork.
3. Ensure bathroom tissue, kitchen roll and paper-towels are all made from 100%
post-consumer recycled paper.
4. Buy bin-bags made from recycled plastic.
5. Ensure those in charge of stationery purchasing, are aware of your green
purchasing policies and ensure in future that items such as post-it notes, envelopes,
small note-pads, new files, flipchart paper, etc are made from recycled materials.
6. Buy organic and fair-trade tea/coffee, sugar and organic milk. If not available locally,
try: traidshop.co.uk
7. For your remaining cleaning products switch to Bio-D, which are made in the UK,
unlike Ecover’s.
https://biodegradable.biz/laundry/laundry-liquid-with-juniper-seaweed-5l.html

The Elvira Theatre
Current Good Practice
1. Hand driers are already in place in almost all bathrooms except for one, which
means no wasteful paper-towels are needed.
Suggested Recommendations
1. Buy 100% post-consumer recycled paper bathroom tissue, kitchen rolls and papertowels.
2. If buying business cards in future do not laminate them in plastic, as this makes
them unrecyclable.
3. Install a hand-drier in the remaining bathroom without one and remove the papertowels.
4. Install soap dispensers in all bathrooms, to avoid one-use plastic soap bottles.
Avoid use of anti-bacterial soap which is toxic to wildlife. The US FDA says ordinary
soap is just as effective, including for cv19 as it is a virus not a bacterium. Bio-D
does liquid soap refills.
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Gym & Swim
Current Good Practice
1. Bio-degradable coffee cups have been introduced for coffee machine.
2. Reusable coffee cups also available.
3. Bathrooms have hand-driers and so not providing wasteful paper-towels.
Suggested Recommendations
1. Ask coffee machine supplier if they will supply organic coffee, sugar and tea.
2. Buy bin-bags made from recycled plastic.
3. Ensure bathroom tissue and paper -towels are made from recycled paper.

Depot
Suggested Recommendations
1. Ensure all paper products (bathroom tissue/paper towels / kitchen roll etc) are made
from 100% post-consumer recycled-paper.
2. Buy bin-bags made form recycled plastic.

3. Get eco-friendly cleaning products from Bio-D.

10. Transport

The council has 3 vans, 2 open pick-ups, 1 tractor.
Existing Good Practice
1. The council has no company cars.
Suggested Next Steps
1. Consider feasibility of switching to an electric cargo-bike for at least one of the
vehicles. The embedded carbon footprint of a new pick-up or Land Rover can be
over 30 tons!
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2. Query the need for the Can-am
3. The leasing of electric vans allows you to trial them to see if they fulfil the council’s
requirements.
4. Ensure the new Strategic Plan incorporates comprehensive protected cycle-network.

11. Grounds Maintenance / Water / Cemeteries

Existing Good Practice
1. The town-hall has a living green-wall.
2. The swimming pool has an extraction licence for 384,000 litres of water from a borehole. This eliminates the energy which would have been used to transport this water
from the water-works to the pool.
3. All shower heads at the pool were reported as being efficient aerating showerheads.
4. Some areas in the cemetery are already being used to encourage wildflowers.
5. The Elvira Theatre showers are press-button operated.
6. Staff are not wasting one-use plastic bin-bags to collect leaves for composting etc.
7. The practice of cut and leave is being implemented on most parks and verges.
8. A small number of verges are being managed for wild-flowers and it is being
monitored.
Suggested Next Steps
1. As the town is located in the Chilterns unique chalk landscape, it is important to take
any opportunities to maximise local wildlife diversity, especially the area’s rare
insects and flowers.
See if you can expand the experiment on wild-flower encouragement through your
mowing regime, onto all the verges you now manage, having taken them over three
years ago.
2. For open grassed areas, that you wish to keep mown, explore mixing in more lowheight flowering and herb cover plants e.g. clover and chamomile.
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3. It is important to value the existing and potential wild areas in your open spaces, as
these are the spaces where wildlife, insects and birds can thrive.
Britain is one of the countries with the greatest wildlife losses on the planet. Globally
we have lost 60% of all wildlife populations since the 1960s.
Blank open green spaces of just grass are in reality ecological deserts. See if you
can increase the amount of wildlife friendly areas by reducing the amount of
“cleaning and tidying up”.
But it is important to indicate to the public that such areas are deliberately left wild by
having a nice tidy border or fencing around them and maybe a sign explaining the
purpose.
It would be good for the town council to do more to help protect and restore more
local wildlife.
2. Converting some of your grassed areas to wildflower meadows, with neat trimmed
borders, would help re-establish some local insect populations, needed by birds to
feed off.
3. Boundary fencing around the cemetery could include an edible forestry approach,
with hedges including hazelnut and walnut trees etc
5. Staff were considering buying a bio-composter but rather than duplicating the
embedded carbon emissions, approach Amersham council to see if you could share
theirs.
6. The Co-op Field & Marston Fields are basically large green grassed deserts with a
boundary of mature trees. Consider installing a natural wood kids play area in the
Co-op Field and developing the boundaries of both fields into a wider woodland
boundary and create some wild-flower meadows.
7. The electric leaf-blower that was acquired is not strong enough for doing the leaves
in parks, so diesel blowers still being used. Carry out research into what more
powerful brands are available.
Which Magazine have carried out a review of leaf-blowers:
https://www.which.co.uk/reviews/leaf-blowers
One of our clients with large school grounds, have made the switch and are happy
with the results.
https://bestofmachinery.com/best-electric-leaf-blowers/
8. Identify a spot for composting leaves and grass cuttings onsite at all of your open
spaces, rather than wasting fuel transporting it to the depot.
Alternatively get a mulching grass-cutter if you do not already have one.
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9. See if you can eliminate usage of the herbicide glyphosate, which is a recognised
potential carcinogen and damaging to bees.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-45155788
Options could include a return to manual weeding or alternatively, you might
consider jointly buying with adjacent town-councils a completely chemical free steam
weed-killing machine:
https://multevo.co.uk/products/waterkracht/
10. Get aerating shower-heads for the Elvira showers. These use about 30% less hotwater.
https://aqualogic-wc.com/shop/product/vandal-resistant-standard-shower-head-9litres-per-minute/
11. Ask your cleaners to trial eco-tubes in the two urinals in the theatre gents.
12. Check with your plumber to see if the sinks have flow-restrictors to reduce water
wastage.

Gym & Swim
Current Good Practice
1. Showers operated by push-buttons and so cannot be left running.
Suggested Recommendations
1. Get aerating shower heads for the showers.
2. Check whether the urinal is leaking.
3. Ask your cleaners to use eco-tubes to radically reduce amount of water used for
flushing the urinal.
https://www.bunzlchs.com/Cleaning-Chemicals/Biological-Cleaning/Pro-57-BioCube-Urinal-Blocks-50-Cubes~p~165209

Cemetery
Suggested Recommendations
1. Consider installing an edible fruit forest boundary edge right around the bare
boundaries of the cemetery. Fruit trees, with fruit shrubs underneath, with perennial
herbs and wild-garlic on the ground-layer.
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2. Consider offering woodland burials, as the cemetery does not have many trees.
Maybe one tree for every four to six plots in designated woodland area.
3. The cemetery could also offer a form of woodland burial for cremated remains, with
a tree being planted for each four to six cremation containers. Each tree will store a
ton of carbon when they are mature. You could add the annual and cumulative
number of trees planted here to your eco-data.
4. Designate areas of the cemetery to be devoted for wildflower meadows. The current
grass cutting regime is 12 times per year, carried out by a contractor. A wildflower
regime would be just twice a year.
They could have their borders kept mown and signs explaining what is happening,
so that to the public it looks deliberate and not just abandoned.
A staff member says he remembers hearing crickets singing there when he was a
lad, but no longer.
5. Glyphosate was introduced 3 years ago, to keep the pathways clear. As this has
already been found to be damaging to bees, see if you can return to previous
methods.
6. It would be good if the empty unused church could be rented out, so that the
resources used in its building are not wasted.

Codmore Botley Playing Fields
Current Good Practice
1. A small far corner of the field has already been allowed to be rewilded.
Suggested Recommendations
1. This site is a large grassed open field with two football pitches. Staff suggested they
were used only once a week. So maybe you should consider if this justifies the
amount of space devoted to it and if those matches could be played elsewhere and
the space properly landscaped with wildlife areas, woodland, benches, natural play
spaces, open air gym, grassed picnic spots and wildflower meadows. Every extra
mature tree on the site would store an additional ton of carbon.
2. The road verge here is very wide and consists largely of manicured grass. Switch
the maintenance to encourage wildflowers, trees and native insects and consider if a
protected cycle-lane along this road would be useful.
3. If you decide not to relocate the football, consider extending the wildlife site
treatment from the far-corner, all along the 3 non-road edges of the field.
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The Pavilion:
This small building which is not in constant use, emits almost the same carbon
emissions as the average UK home. This seems excessive and indicates significant
wastage in electricity consumption.
1. Install a 7-day timer on the large electric immersion heater, so it is only on when
needed, not 24/7.
2. Showers already have push-button controls.
3. Consider replacing the inefficient electric blow-heaters to infra-red panels, this would
negate need to insulate the building.
4. The roof and car-park have good potential for solar PV installation.

Lowndes Park
Current Good Practice
At the top of the hill, some rewilding and tree planting is taking place and the grass is
not as heavily maintained. This gives a more informal rural landscape, which blends
nicely with adjacent woodland. Much of the rest of the park is largely an ecological
green desert of maintained grass.
Suggested Recommendations
7. Consider installing an evergreen hedge e.g. yew, along the road-side boundary of
the lake, to reduce noise and car-pollution affecting the pond and park.
8. Get a feasibility study for wind-turbines at the top of the park’s hill.
9. Stop heavy maintenance of the inside of the hedge along Chartridge Hill and allow
all that side to be rewilded.
10. The large sloping hillside sections of the park are dominated by large expanses of
green grassed ecologically dead spaces.
Significant parts of these could be turned into wild-flower meadows, copses and
wildlife sites, whilst retaining significant open spaces, including retaining the spaces
needed for tobogganing in the event of winter snows.
11. The more trees that are allowed to mature on the top of the hill and along the slopes,
the more water will be trapped and slowed down in heavy downpours.
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If this was adopted extensively along the adjacent valleys, it would help protect the
centre of the town from more frequent flooding, as rainfall episodes gain in severity
as the climate warms.
It is important for the council to lead by example by doing this.

12. Events Tick List

The council organises a number of events over the year, including the Mayor’s annual
charity dinner, so it is important that you pay attention to their environmental impacts.
All events have different environmental impacts but this suggested generic tick-list could
be considered by those arranging events by the council or by room-hirers:
1. Appoint a named staff member to be the Green Champion responsible for the
environmental performance at each event.
2. They should be trained on how to use heating efficiently with the correct
temperatures and doors and windows operated sensibly.
3. Natural light should be used where practical.
4. Any electrical equipment should be used efficiently and turned off when no longer
needed.
5. Ensure recycling facilities are available, properly labelled and easily found.
6. Avoid use of disposable crockery and cutlery for food and drinks.
7. If using disposable serviettes, ensure they are made from recycled paper.
8. Consider food-miles when choosing wine and other drinks. Ideally if serving wine, it
should be English and organic.
9. Use jugs of tap water, rather than bottled water.
10. Try to use local organic food and drink.
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UK soils are being lost at an alarming rate due to industrial agriculture, with some
soils reported by UK government to have only 40 crops left in them.
11. Avoid tropical or orange juices; try English apple or pear juices instead.
A litre of orange juice is estimated to represent 1,000 litres of imported water, usually
from a water-scarce country such as Spain, California, Morocco or Israel.
12. Consider doing all-vegetarian catering.
The UN has estimated that the meat industry contributes about 18% of total global
climate-crisis gases.
It also makes it easier to cater for different religious and cultural tastes.
13. If this is not possible at this stage, then seek to at least avoid beef and lamb, which
together are responsible for a staggering 7.5% of all UK domestic carbon emissions.
For example, if steak was chosen for the Mayor’s dinner and there were 300 people
in attendance, this alone would emit about 3 tons of CO2 or more than the Depot
emits in a year or the equivalent of a year’s emissions by the average UK home for
both gas and electricity.
14. If serving fish ensure it’s MSC (Marine Stewardship Council) certified, as coming
from a sustainable fishery which is not being over-exploited.
15. Encourage people coming to events to use sustainable transport methods by
providing local public transport and cycle route information.
16. If providing any printed literature, ensure that it is on recycled paper and labelled as
such.
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13. Domestic Family Carbon Emissions

Staff asked if I could give you the summary of the sources of an average UK family’s
carbon emission:
16.00 tons

Consumer purchases

12.00 tons

Meat based diet (Vegetarian family 6 tons / Vegan 4 tons)

10.00 tons
4.60 tons

Family Holiday Flight (to Disneyworld Florida)
Two car family driving average annual number of kilometres

1.00 tons

Unrecycled waste

0.75 tons

Electricity

0.25 tons

Water supply
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14. Proposed Expansions

Prior to the cv19 pause the council was contemplating expanding the theatre and gym.
Any building works or expansions involve considerable embedded carbon emissions
and expanded buildings will have increased energy demands.
Thus, the first question that always should be asked, if each project is absolutely
necessary and in a climate emergency are they the correct priority.
If you do decide that the projects are necessary, consider the following suggestions:
1. When selecting architects consider if they have experience using wood as the main
building material. Wood stores carbon, whereas concrete has very high carbon
emissions.
2. Include in the brief a request to maximise natural light.
3. Stipulate that recessed lamps are to be excluded.
4. Ensure bathrooms have sensor lights.
5. Specify electric heating, so that when combined with a genuine green electric tariff, it
can be net zero carbon.
6. Ensure that the heating spec includes ability for separate zoning for areas that will
not be in use all the times, the rest of the premises are being used. This will require
the ability to separate these areas off by doors etc.
7. If you go ahead with the Gym & Swim expansion, consider including the car-park
solar shelters as part of the brief.
8. Include entrance lobbies for both projects as part of the brief, so that open doors do
not continue to lose large amounts of heat.
9. Consider including natural air-ventilation systems such as those by Monodraught for
the theatre expansion and explore if these can be retro-fitted to the existing
auditorium.
10. Ask your architect to include rain-harvesting systems to supply the bathrooms.
These can be dual mains water/ rainwater operated automatically.
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11. Get the projects assessed for solar PV potential and include them in the specs for
the architects if the assessments are positive.

13. Eco-audit Implementation

1. E-mail eco-audit report to all town councillors, staff member and members of the
youth council.
2. Add implementation of eco-audit report recommendations as a standard agenda
item for staff/management meetings.
3. Create a spread-sheet with traffic light coding for each specific recommendation,
identifying whether done, being implemented, postponed or rejected.
4. As the council buildings are publicly-owned they will qualify for interest-free loans
from Salix Finance, which is a scheme run by the government to finance energy
efficiency in public buildings.
https://www.salixfinance.co.uk/

Report by Donnachadh McCarthy, 3 Acorns Eco-audits April 2020
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Eco-Audit Report, Appendix Two

Top Ten Priorities for First Year
1 Do not heat the buildings above 18/19°C in winter.
The Elgiva Manager has concerns whether this is feasible for his venue, stating: “We
would get complaints from our matinee audiences. The foyer isn’t on the heat and
we’re reliant on the door curtains and heating the auditorium with the doors open.
That means the auditorium would need to be a couple of degrees higher than the
foyer in cold weather”. The heating system for the building can be reviewed as part
of the extension project.
2 Ensure heating and hot-water timers and zoning controls are set correctly.
Done at Chesham Moor Gym & Swim, the Elgiva and the Town Hall is pending a visit
from our heating contractor.
3 Sign up to a 100% green electricity tariff.
Officers are currently looking at all the options available, including the Big
Community Switch supported by Sustainable Chesham and Laser, which is
Buckinghamshire Council’s scheme, which is looking to switching to a REGO-backed
product which guarantees that the energy is matched against renewable generation.
4 Switch all your products to 100% recycled paper.
This has been done at the Town Hall.
5 Consult the local wildlife trust on developing a biodiversity action plan for your
open spaces.
An initial enquiry has been sent to the Bucks, Berks and Oxon Wildlife Trust.
6 Programme the switchover of diesel and gas vehicles/appliances to green
electricity.
The Parks team use tipper vans with a 1-ton payload. At present, there is no
equivalent electric vehicle. We are currently in the first year of a 5-year contract with
the small van (Fiat Fiorino) used by the Deputy Parks Manager. The Parks Manager
uses his own vehicle at work, covering about 200 miles per month, so we could
consider an electric vehicle for his use.
7 Complete the switchover of all lighting to LEDs within a year
Quotes are currently being received for this work.
8 Develop an Action Plan in conjunction with the local community on how to achieve
Zero Carbon Chesham.
Some tried and tested consultation methods for this, such as global cafes, have been
impossible during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, discussions are ongoing with
Sustainable Chesham and some work is already underway, e.g. see Sustainable
Chesham’s Community Energy Switch.

Eco-Audit Report, Appendix Two

9 Commission feasibility studies for maximising solar panel and wind turbine
installations on council properties and sites.
Officers will start investigations in September 2020.
10 Implement annual environmental reporting to the council on the council’s own
environmental performance progress and the local community’s progress.
This report features an update on the council’s progress so far. This will be scheduled
into the committee calendar annually. There will be a need to identify what
parameters can be used to measure the community’s progress.

TOWN HALL
COMPLETED ACTIONS
Frost protection only for stairwells, toilets, kitchens
Done - April 2020
Investigate temperature needed for the CCTV room, currently
Appropriate
on 15.5
temperature confirmed with Buckinghamshire Council and changed to 21°C - August 2020.
Scrap paper from old fliers and used envelopes now in use in the office. 100% post-consumer recycled paper notebooks used
Use scrap paper instead of notebooks where suitable where more formal records are required - March 2020.
Conversion of dispatch to electronic only
Done - April 2020
Done - July 2020. We were planning to change from paper towels to 100% hand driers, but following our risk assessment, we are
not using our hand driers at present.
100% post-consumer recycled paper towels.
GREEN ACTIONS
During the pandemic, we will continue to use chemical cleaners. However, tests on e-cloths have shown they remove >99% of
bacteria and mould, so we will look to introduce these post-pandemic.
Administration Manager is waiting to hear back from our contractor
Approximately £10 each for each room and can be fitted to the walls in-house.
Purchase materials and get fitted in-house.
Radiator reflector foil stops heat going into the outside wall and keeps it in the room. Purchase inhouse and Parks & Premises
Install heat reflectors behind radiators on outside walls team to fit. Total cost for Town Hall c.£36.
Check cavity walls and roof have been insulated
Parks & Premises team to check this
Done by office staff between May and August 2020, but some machines not currently in use due to Homeworking, so settings will
need to be changed when in use again.
Energy saving mode for laptops and PCs
Investigate whether screen brightness can be reduced Successfully trialled a reduction in brightness on one PC, remaining officers requested to trial a reduction to see if it is comfortable
and comfort maintained
to work with.
Safety implications of timer to be investigated for Chamber machine which has a high level of use. Suggestion to remove machine
from the Town Hall office due to comparatively low usage.
Timer on water cooler
Use of E-cloths for cleaning at the Town Hall
Trial of new heating timings at Town Hall
Digital thermometer and measure Town Hall temps
Hot water pipe and heating pipes insulated

AMBER ACTIONS
Replace T8 bulbs with LEDs
See Red Action on replacing lighting
Replace flip charts with reusable white board and refillable
Currently
markers
using 100% recycled flipchart and pens. Portable whiteboards cost approximately £95. Would require 3.
Install temperature zoning controls at Town Hall
Administration Manager is waiting to hear back from our contractor.
Clear boxes from in front of radiators on outside walls ofWill
Town
require
Hall Office
further office/storage reorganisation including further digitisation (main requirement for this is staff time).
Install timer for water heater in boiler room
Cost for material and labour c.£250
Install recycling bins
Are fridges needed/smaller version? Turn off when
not in use
RED ACTIONS
Town Guide 100% recycled paper
Decision on slim-line Town Guide
Replace recessed lighting with pendant lamps and LED
bulbs
Stop use of door curtain heater
Re-usable cups for water cooler in the Council
Chamber.
Conversion of heating boilers to electric

No space at present for additional bins. Advice to be sought from Bucks Waste Team.
When fridges are due for replacement, we will change to counter-top fridges for all three rooms, as a number of hirers use them,
especially all-day functions, so Administration Manager wished to see some refrigeration capacity retained in all three rooms.

To be investigated prior to production of the 2021-22 Guide.
To be investigated prior to production of the 2021-22 Guide.
Quote provided for replacement lighting for each room, giving a total of £8,010, but reduced to £7,380 if all work done in one go.
Investigate infrared heaters instead.
Compostable cups purchased as interim measure. Administration Manager feels level of washing required is too much for
caretakers due to the heavy usage of the Chamber water cooler.
The boiler is only a few years old and so has a considerable lifespan left. Cost : benefit analysis needed to determine the point at
which it is beneficial to replace it.

DEPOT
GREEN ACTIONS
Switch office and security lights to LEDS
Replace tea urn for kettle
Get timer for hot water boiler
Install door closers
Draft proof the doors
Turn heating in bathroom down to frost protection
Recycled bin bags
AMBER ACTIONS
Replace heater for infrared heater in workshop
Check for cavity walls, if they exist are they insulated
Only turn heating on in drying room when needed

Look at recycling on litter picks
Need for can am?

Lease electric vans on a trial
Significant expansion of wildlife verges
Change composition of mown areas
Increase wildlife friendly areas at our open spaces
Tree planting at cemetery
Wildflower meadows in the cemetery

Change management regimes for Marston and Co-op
Replacement leaf blowers
Create compost areas on all sites or get mulching
grasscutter
Eliminate use of glyphosate for routine weed control

Investigate why Depot water consumption is so large
RED ACTIONS
Consider motion sensors for park lights and LEDs
Electric cargo bike
Consider woodland style burials
Rent out chapel
Consider big change of management for Codmore
Playing Fields

Investigate sharing Amersham's bio-composter

In progress

To be done as part of the Winter Maintenance Programme
To be done as part of the Winter Maintenance Programme

Old, hard-wired heaters - will need to investigate replacements.
This has manpower implications - also where does the recycling go as we have a lack of bin space? Recycling bins in
the park are abused by the public and so there is an H&S risk from sorting the waste. Advice to be sought from Bucks
Waste Team.
This is more economic for single person journeys than the pick ups.
The Parks team use tipper vans with a 1-ton payload. At present, there is no equivalent electric vehicle. We are
currently in the first year of a 5-year contract with the small van (Fiat Fiorino) used by the Deputy Parks Manager.
Continue to identify suitable verges and encourage residents to apply for cultivation licences to manage their own
verges for wildflowers.
This can be investigated as part of the development of Biodiversity Management Plans for our open spaces.
This can be investigated as part of the development of Biodiversity Management Plans for our open spaces.
Work to be done to identify where more trees can be planted without reducing the availability of burial plots.
Currently working with the Chiltern Rangers to create a new area at the top of the cemetery.
Will need to look at level of use of Marston for sport and whether any management changes can be made whilst
continuing to support football. Co-op to be looked at as part of the development of Biodiversity Management Plans
for our open spaces.
Blowers are used to clean up after strimming, to use a brush would take 10x as long so not cost effective. Can
investigate other brands/types of blowers on the market.
This will be implemented at Berkhampstead Field Community Meadow and Codmore Playing Field in 2020. Feasibility
of other sites to be investigated.
Need to investigate alternative control methods.
This is due to watering of flower beds once harvested rainwater store has been exhausted. Longer-term solution
would be to change type of planting in the flower beds. Could be an opportunity to plant pollinator friendly plus
drought-resistant and perennial planting, rather than seasonal, which would be less wasteful. We could also look at
installation of more water harvesting tanks at council buildings.

Not town council infrastructure. Will require liaison with Buckinghamshire Council.
Will need cost:benefit analysis and look at the ways in which the vehicle could be used.
This can be considered if the council chooses to invest in a new burial ground.
This would be subject to renovation of the Chapel.
Analysis will need to be done on the level of use, including for public events and will require public consultation. See
intermediate plans for Codmore.
The size of Amersham's bio-composter means that it is stationary at their Depot. This would require us to make
multiple trips to Amersham with our green waste, and working on the assumption that they had the space to store
the waste until processed. Your officers think that investing in a smaller, portable bio-composter would be more
practical.

ELGIVA
COMPLETED ACTIONS
Install soap dispensers in backstage dressing room
Done
Trial new heating timings
Done - August 2020
Ensure printers use recycled paper for all promotional materials
Done - August 2020
GREEN ACTIONS
Recycled plastic bin bags
Replace T5s with LEDs
Check for flow restrictors in the sinks
Aerating shower heads
Trial eco-tubes in urinals
Train staff to maximise use of natural light
Insulate joints and pipes in main boiler room
Check cavity walls and roof have been insulated
Frost protection only for stairwells, toilets, kitchens
Digital thermometer and measure temps
Can the ice cream freezers be reduced down to one?
Ensure correct temperature of beer cellar
Brief cleaning & catering contractor and include
requirements in contract
AMBER ACTIONS
Switch to reusable plastic glasses
Install handdrier in one remaining bathroom
Switch from Pringles
Replace backstair light and install motion sensor
Motion sensor for all bathroom lights
Switch to LEDs in foyer bathrooms

£22.82 for bags made from recycled plastic and are again recyclable X 200 / usual cost £9.43
Cost of replacement lights c. £29,000, but with additional costs for insatllation.

Additional freezer only required for peak periods - need to ensure that only one is used /
switched on during non-peak periods
Looking to replace beer cellar due to age and noise.
Contractual changes can be made in next contract round (Sep 20)

Please see separate sheet for costs of glasses.
This could be a health and safety issue due to close proximity of shower and space. May need a
risk assessment.
Impact on income due to switching from a top brand with good GP. Need to review sales and
investigate local brand.

Turn off floodlights over ticket office window

Waiting for quote for replacing foyer lights.
Waiting for quote for replacing foyer lights.
Stage lights are 20 years old and due for replacement. Equipment costs c. £60,000, would be
installed in-house. Overall programme of light replacement should see payback in about 3
years.
Currently used overnight as security deterrent - can a lower energy alternative be used or install
motion sensor floodlights on building to deter intruders?

RED ACTIONS
Boiler replacement

Boiler identified for replacement but delayed for Extension proposals

Complete switch over of stage lights to LEDs

current

currently used
Wine glasses Recyclable Case 540
Pint glasses Recyclable case x 500
1/2 pint glasses Recyclable casex 1000

re-usable upto 100 x
proposed Wine glasses re-usable case x 40 (bulk buy 10+)
125-250ml
Pint glasses re-usable case x 48
1/2 pint glasses re-usable case x 48
dishwasher 400 glasses ph, water consumption 2.4ltrs per cycle

cost/unit per glass washable up to X qty sold/ puchased pa cost
£54.47
£0.11
0
5400 £544.70
£36.46
£0.08
0
5000 £364.60
£51.02
£0.06
0
9000 £459.18
Total
£1,368.48
£24.00
£15.33
£12.25

£0.60
£0.32
£0.26

100
100
100

520
480
576

total

difference wine
Pint glasses
1/2 Pint glasses
25% loss of glassware due to breakages / theft / wear before the 100th wash

extra staffing hours to collect / load dishwasher and Duty Manager (not including on costs of
pension etc)

red figures denote higher initial cost or loss of sales
Other issues:
Only potential space for dishwasher would be in the cellar which in turn would add pressure to
the cooling system in place therefore using more energy and would take a re-organisation of
the cellar. Additional storage space will be needed for glasses.

raw productre use @ 100 washes
£0.49
£0.10
0.24
£0.07
£0.20
£0.06

£35.00

£312.00
£153.30
£147.00
£800.00
£1,602.11

£232.70
£211.30
£312.18
£189.81

240 shows approx per
year when bar is open

£8,400.00

GYM & SWIM
COMPLETED ACTIONS
Trial new operating hours of central heating
Set timer for hot water in downstairs boiler room
Install door closer for door from entrance to viewing room
Install separate switch to control downstairs studio lights
GREEN ACTIONS
Insulate hot water pipes in downstairs boiler room
Insulate pipes from boiler in Ladies changing room
Reduce temperatures in corridors etc to frost protection only
Check whether professionally insulated
Install heat reflectors behind radiators on outside walls
Install timers for vending machines
Decide if heating is needed in abs room
Put timer on tube heaters in gents changing room
Timers for heaters in the downstairs studio
Check heating issues for ladies are the same and fix if so
Buy recycled bin bags
Trial ecotubes for urinal
Check urinal for leaks
Aerating shower heads
AMBER ACTIONS
Install infrared heater for reception office to replace curtain
heaters
Move thermostat
Can pool temp be reduced further, e.g. in summer?
Install movement sensor for disabled bathroom light
Install separate switch for therapy room
Install movement sensor for stairs
Organic supplies for coffee machine?
Introduce recycling
RED ACTIONS
Fix gaps in the gents changing room walls and door
Seal styro-foam insulation on plant room pipes
Insulate joints in plant room
Determine if pool opening in winter is justifiable

Install glass wind barriers around pool enclosure
Increase local abstraction rather than mains supply

Done August 2020
Done August 2020
Done
Done

Cost £20
Cost £40

Cost £10
Checking with electrical contractor
Checking with electrical contractor
Checking with electrical contractor
Checking with electrical contractor

Checking with electrical contractor
Checking with electrical contractor
Checking with electrical contractor
Checking with electrical contractor
Checking with electrical contractor
Seeking price from supplier
Liaise with Bucks Waste Team

The door is off the ground deliberately to combat water ingress
Cannot be done
Cannot be done
Need to carry out analysis of usage and customer appreciation versus financial savings, environmental gains
and loss of customer goodwill to make an informed decision
Pool manager not in favour of this idea - need to investigate alternatives such as angled clear wind barriers
attached to the surrounding walls that won't impinge on access, enjoyment yet reduce heat loss and wind
effects?
Proceed with caution (a) have licensing limit and (b) as local abstraction regimes change by water companies,
increasing abstraction for pool could be more harmful to the Chess than using mains water

CODMORE PAVILION
GREEN ACTIONS
Install timer on immersion heaters Approx. cost £530
Approx cost £1,531 to change whole unit plus fittings, or £420 to change just the tubes (but think some
fittings will need changing)
Switch lights to LEDs
Fit door closers
Cost £150 materials, work done in-house as part of Winter Maintenance
Draught proof doors
Cost £200 materials, work done in-house as part of Winter Maintenance
AMBER ACTIONS
Install infrared panels

Approx. cost £1000

LOWNDES PARK
GREEN ACTIONS
Rewild park side of Chartridge Lane hedge
AMBER ACTIONS
More tree planting
Change management of main slope

Can be included within later phases of CommuniTree.
Investigate creating large meadow areas with mown paths from them to allow people to
continue to walk through them.

RED ACTIONS
Evergreen hedge between road and park

Will need to identify appropriate species, feasibility/safety of planting and any roadside
maintenance implications in partnership with Transport for Bucks

GENERAL ISSUES
GREEN ACTIONS
Production of annual eco-report
Appoint councillor Green Champion
Zero Carbon Chesham section created on web site
Zero Carbon aspirations in Neighbourhood Plan
Inclusion of carbon zero in staff inductions
Inclusion of in-house cleaning staff in this process
100% recycled paper
100% post-consumer recycled toilet paper, kitchen
roll, paper towels
Stop buying antibacterial soap
Purchase organic/Fairtrade refreshments
Switch over cleaning products, e.g. to Bio-D
Reduce use of laminators wherever possible

To be scheduled into CAE reporting schedule.
To be done at CAE Committee on 7th September 2020.
To be done in late 2020, but social media already being used to promote environmentally
conscious behaviour changes to residents.
Environmental policies being investigated.
Inductions currently being revised at the Town Hall.
Done at the Town Hall
Done at the Town Hall
To be looked at post-pandemic
Done at the Town Hall, except for milk, which is to be done.
Town Hall officers currently talking to The Refill Project.
Investigate alternatives

AMBER ACTIONS
Inclusion of eco issues in future tenancy agreements
Future contracts to include carbon zero criteria
Identify number of contracts and find examples of clauses for inclusion.
To be investigated with Sustainable Chesham subject to lockdown restrictions/alternatives to
be considered e.g. virtual workshops
Community Engagement Day
Very hard to retro fit in an old and densely populated town but community group already
looking at this.
Protected cycle network in Neighbourhood Plan
Change job specs
Laser are entering the final stages of confirming any customer specific requirements for the
next Flex pricing period, commencing 1st October 2020, when we will get an indicative price.
This will tie us into a new contract for two years from 1st October. Bucks Council are looking
into switching to a fully audited ‘REGO backed’ green product – this guarantees that our energy
is matched against renewable generation to be fully green, but area awaiting the final decision
Sign up to 100% green electricity supplier
to go ahead to purchase which is currently being discussed.
Implement green purchasing policy and train staff
Will look at examples of green purchasing policies.
Request recycled paper for any external printing
Done for The Elgiva. Other teams to investigate.
Installation of solar PV systems
RED ACTIONS
Amend staff contracts
Investigate wind turbines on council land

Look at examples to assess feasibility or ask all staff to sign up to a common charter to pull in
existing staff?
Requires research

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the Community, Assets and
Environment Committee on Monday 7th September 2020

AGENDA ITEM NO: 6 – COMMUNITY ENERGY
SWITCH
Reporting Officer: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To decide whether the town council should help to promote the Chesham
Community Energy Switch.
Background Information

2.

Sustainable Chesham is an official Town Partner, and is working with the town
council on carbon reduction projects.
Financial Implications

3.

None pertaining to this report.
Strategic Objectives

4.

Accords with the Council’s strategic objective three, ‘To preserve the unique
identity of Chesham and promote its heritage and its environment.’ and is in line
with the town council’s commitment within its Climate Emergency declaration to
‘continue to work with partners (including local residents and businesses) inside
and outside the community to deliver widespread carbon reductions.’
Environmental Implications

5.

The objective of the Chesham Community Energy Switch is to reduce Chesham’s
carbon footprint.
Equality Act Implications

6.

None pertaining to this report.
Detailed Consideration

7.

Sustainable Chesham has initiated the Chesham Community Energy Switch
Project. The aim of the project is to encourage as many Chesham residents as
possible to switch to a green energy tariff.

8.

Sustainable Chesham is working with Big Clean Switch, a company that specialises
in facilitating switches to renewable energy for both domestic and business
customers.

9.

Sustainable Chesham has their own link on the Big Clean Switch web site:
https://bigcleanswitch.org/partners/ and is encouraging residents to have a look to
see if they can find a cheaper deal and switch to green energy. Once they have 10
switches, Sustainable Chesham will get their own web page to further help promote
switching to residents.

10.

Sustainable Chesham has asked for the town council to help promote the Chesham
Community Energy Switch. This can be done through our web site, social media
and posters on our noticeboards.

Recommendation
That the Committee agrees to assist with promotion of the Chesham
Community Energy Switch.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the Community, Assets and
Environment Committee on Monday 7th September 2020

AGENDA ITEM NO: 7 – CODMORE FIELD
MANAGEMENT PLAN
Reporting Officers: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To consider a management plan for Codmore Field.
Background Information

2.

Codmore Field is a 6.7-acre, flat field off Botley Road containing a play area, a
multi-use goal, two football pitches, a pavilion and a public footpath.

3.

At present, Codmore Field has no formal management plan and the field is mown
every fortnight, with the exception of a wildflower area that was created in the
north-eastern corner of the field in 2017, which is cut once a year. The wildflower
area has been positively received by the public and a nearby resident contacted your
officers to suggest an increase in the proportion of the field that was managed in
this way.
Financial Implications

4.

The proposed changes to the management of Codmore Field will decrease the
intensity of management of significant parts of the site, reducing the man hours
needed for its maintenance.
Strategic Objectives

5.

Accords with the Council’s strategic objectives one, ‘To enable residents to enjoy
high quality social, recreational, and cultural facilities within the town and to seek
the continuing improvement and development of these facilities in accordance with
the desires expressed by the residents.’ and three, ‘To preserve the unique identity
of Chesham and promote its heritage and its environment.’.
Environmental Implications

6.

The proposed management changes will provide a greater diversity of habitats, and
increase the amount of tree cover. The reduction in mowing frequency will reduce
the carbon footprint of this site.
Equality Act Implications

7.

None pertaining to this report.

Detailed Consideration
8.

The proposed management plan is attached. The plan was created in consultation
with the Chairman of the Chesham and District Natural History Society. The
Chairman, Mr Brawn, also uses the field for sport and had valuable insight into the
field’s habitats and how it is used recreationally.

9.

The aim of the plan is to alter the management of three areas of the field to increase
floral diversity and tree cover, which will improve the site ecology, create areas of
interest for visitors to the field and reduce the amount of carbon generated by the
management of the site. The areas have been carefully selected to ensure that the
change in management does not negatively impact on the sporting uses of the field.

10.

Your officers have made a successful application to the Woodland Trust to obtain
free native trees for planting in areas A and C. The trees, a mixture of rowan, silver
birch and wild cherry, will be delivered in November ready for planting.

11.

The Eco-Audit identified that our large number of short-mown open spaces are
ecological deserts. One of the recommendations of the Eco-Audit was to consider
whether Botley Field should be maintained as a playing field, due to is
comparatively low usage, or whether the space could be properly landscaped with
wildlife areas, woodland, benches, natural play spaces, open air gym, grassed picnic
spots and wildflower meadows. In prioritising the recommendations, your officers
felt this was a longer-term goal that would require public consultation. Therefore,
this management plan has been created to bring environmental benefits in the
interim period, as well as introduce the concept of management for wildlife to this
site.

Recommendations
That the Codmore Field Management Plan be adopted, subject to any
changes the Committee wishes to make.

Codmore Field Management Plan
Codmore Field: Current Condition and Features
Codmore Field is a 6.7-acre, flat field off Botley Road containing a play area installed in
2016, a multi-use goal, two football pitches, a pavilion and a public footpath. A wildflower
area was created in the north-eastern corner of the field in 2017.
The northern boundary is composed of blackthorn, brambles and hazel. This is good habitat
for butterflies with 5 species being recorded present in a 5-minute visit in July 2020.
Chesham and District Natural History Society have located refugia in the brambles to
provide a different type of habitat for reptiles. Once a year the hedge on the northern
boundary is cut and the brambles are cut back to prevent encroachment on to the field.
The southern and eastern boundaries consist of hedging. The western boundary is largely
fencing with a small number of areas of brambles.
In addition to the main entrance leading to the car park and pavilion there are a number of
pedestrian entrances on to the field.
To the right at the top is a wildflower area, which was created in 2017.
The Parks and Premises team litter pick the site weekly. The field is mown every fortnight
(excluding the wildflower area which is cut once a year). Hedge cutting along the southern
boundary is done once or twice a year. Two pitches are managed for football.

Management Plan
At present, Area A has very little usage. Area A will be converted into a permanent meadow
with informal paths and trees.
The existing wildflower area will be extended out into area B to provide a greater area. The
Council will trial ceasing to cut this area altogether to see if this alters the habitat and
wildlife using it.
Area C will be mown less frequently to create a more informal appearance, with one cut and
clear taking place at the end of the growing season. The arisings will be deposited out of
sight in the boundary vegetation, in order to reduce the carbon generated transporting
cuttings off-site. The existing brambles will be allowed to extend along the fence line and
grow out 3 metres into the field to provide additional habitat and to deter people accessing
back gardens from the field. Additional trees will be planted along this western edge.

Codmore Field Management Plan Version 1, 2020

These additional wildlife areas will help to form a network of habitats that link to other
areas nearby, such as the verge along Botley Road that has been managed for wildflowers
since 2018.

Future Developments
As a longer-term project, officers will investigate the feasibility of a wetland area or wildlife
pond in Area A; taking into account safety considerations and the possible need for fencing.

Codmore Field Management Plan Version 1, 2020
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Report of the Officers to a meeting of the Community, Assets and
Environment Committee on Monday 7th September 2020

AGENDA ITEM NO: 8 – BERKHAMPSTEAD FIELD
COMMUNITY MEADOW UPDATE
Reporting Officers: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To receive an update on Berkhampstead Field Community Meadow.
Background Information

2.

Berkhampstead Field Community Meadow is located next to Nashleigh Hill
Recreation Ground off Vale Road and is just over 2 ha in size. The field came into
the ownership of Chesham Urban District Council in 1950 and was rented by a local
farming family who grazed their cattle on the field until the farmer retired in 2008.

3.

In 2010, the Town Council teamed up with Chesham and District Natural History
Society to trial managing a large area of the field as a chalk grassland habitat. Since
World War Two, 80% of naturally managed chalk grassland has been lost from this
country, making the site potentially important for wildlife.

4.

The field has been recorded as containing 38 wildflowers species (including two
orchid species) and 12 grasses, including some key chalk grassland species. Seven
butterfly species have been found there, including the dingy skipper, which is
declining in range in the UK. The field is a designated Local Wildlife Site.
Financial Implications

5.

None pertaining to this report.
Strategic Objectives

6.

Accords with the Council’s strategic objective three, ‘To preserve the unique
identity of Chesham and promote its heritage and its environment.’
Environmental Implications

7.

The management of the field is continuously reviewed to see where habitat
improvements can be made and the carbon footprint of its management reduced.
Equality Act Implications

8.

None pertaining to this report.

Detailed Consideration
9.

The current management regime sees the majority of the field cut and cleared of
arisings once a year, which encourages the development of the natural chalk
grassland flora.

10.

The field was surveyed and assessed by ecologists who identified that it would
provide suitable habitat for slow worms, although no existing colonies were found.
Slow worms are legless lizards that are designated a Priority Species under the UK
Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework. In July, 56 slow worms were translocated from
a development site elsewhere in Chesham to the field, including both adults and
juveniles. Further translocations may be made this year from the same development
site.

11.

The developer organised for ecologists to create two hibernacula in the field; these
are hibernation sites of largely natural material. Slow worms hibernate between
October and March.

12.

Your officers have received management recommendations from the ecologists,
which will form the part of a management plan for the field. To assist the
establishment of the slow worms on site, your officers are altering the management
regime this year to reduce any possible disturbance. This includes refraining from
cutting the hedge at the top of the field and leaving large parts of the wildflower
section of the field entirely uncut this year. The arisings from the cut section will
be left heaped in the top two corners of the field in the hedgerow area, creating
another type of habitat. Leaving the arisings on site will also reduce the carbon
generated by the field’s management by removing the need to transport the cuttings
off-site. By putting the arisings in the hedgerow, the heaped cuttings will not look
unsightly. Longer term, we will be looking to create a mosaic of habitats that will
benefit slow worms and other animals; this will be detailed in the future
management plan for the site.

13.

Mr Trevor Brawn, the Chairman of the Chesham and District Natural History
Society, has been regularly checking the field and has observed that slow worms
have moved from their release site to colonise other parts of the field.

14.

The developer is liaising with your officers and Mr Brawn on the production of an
information board about the site’s history and natural history, which they will fund.

15.

The hedgerow between Nashleigh Hill Recreation Ground and Berkhampstead
Field Community Meadow has become very depleted over the years. It is proposed
to reinstate the hedgerow in the top two-thirds of the field with appropriate hedge
and tree species. Over 50% of England’s hedgerows were removed between the
end of World War Two and 1993, making this another important habitat to protect.
Recommendation
That the report be noted.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the Community, Assets and
Environment Committee on Monday 7th September 2020

AGENDA ITEM NO: 9 – THE RIVER MEADOW AT
THE PILE OF STONES EXHIBITION
Reporting Officer: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To receive an update on this photographic project.
Background Information

2.

Mr Matt Writtle is a Chesham-based, award-winning documentary and portrait
photographer. His documentary assignment ‘Healthy Lives’ commissioned by the
Royal Society of Public Health and The Health Foundation focused on Chesham.
Examples of Mr Writtle’s work can be seen on his web site: http://mattwrittle.com/

3.

At the 9th December 2019 Council meeting, Mr Writtle gave a brief explanation to
of his proposed photographic project documenting the River Chess in Chesham and
looking at the impact that Chesham and its community has had on the river. The
council welcomed the project and resolved to support it by allowing temporary
photographic exhibits on council land and by writing a letter of support for the
project to assist with an Arts Council grant application (Min no. 74).
Financial Implications

4.

In-kind support will be provided to Mr Writtle from the Parks Team to assist with
the installation of the exhibits.
Strategic Objectives

5.

This project is in accordance with Strategic Objectives 1: ‘To enable residents to
enjoy high quality social, recreational, and cultural facilities within the town and
to seek the continuing improvement and development of these facilities in
accordance with the desires expressed by the residents.’, 2: ‘To encourage and
promote the economic and commercial vitality of Chesham in a way that
encourages sustainable employment opportunities, housing and business facilities
that respect the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in which it is situated’ and 3:
‘To preserve the unique identity of Chesham and promote its heritage and its
environment.’
Environmental Implications

6.

A strong theme of the exhibition is the impact of our community on the local
environment. It is intended that the outdoor display will reach a broader audience
with its environmental message than would be achieved through a traditional
exhibition.

Equality Act Implications
7.

None pertaining to this report.
Detailed Consideration

8.

This project has been delayed by the COVID pandemic, particularly as all National
Lottery Project Grant applications were suspended by the Arts Council in March
2020. However, the grants recently re-opened for applications and Mr Writtle’s
application has been successful.

9.

The exhibition will launch on the 3rd October 2020 and The Elgiva will act as a
central location to host the launch day and exhibit photos. On the launch day, Mr
Writtle will be leading a guided walk through Chesham along the route of the Chess,
with photographs on display along the route. Mr Writtle is currently finalising the
locations of the photographs, but the majority of these will be located on council
sites, including Lowndes Park and Meades Water Gardens. The outdoor exhibition
will culminate on The Moor, where the majority of the photographic boards will be
located.

10.

Mr Writtle has been liaising with the Chilterns Conservation Board with a view to
including the walk within the Chilterns Walking Festival. It is intended that the
exhibition will be of interest to residents, as well as attracting visitors to Chesham.

Recommendation
That the update be noted.

Report of the Officers to a meeting of the Community, Assets and
Environment Committee on Monday 7th September 2020

AGENDA ITEM NO: 10 – CYCLING GROUP
UPDATE
Reporting Officer: Kathryn Graves (01494 583798)
Summary
1.

To receive an update from the Zone 9 Cycling Group.
Background Information

2.

The Zone 9 Cycling Group is a sub-group of Sustainable Chesham. Sustainable
Chesham is an official Town Partner, and is working with the town council on
carbon reduction projects.
Financial Implications

3.

None pertaining to this report.
Strategic Objectives

4.

Accords with the Council’s strategic objectives one. ‘To enable residents to enjoy
high quality social, recreational, and cultural facilities within the town and to seek
the continuing improvement and development of these facilities in accordance with
the desires expressed by the residents.’, two ‘To encourage and promote the
economic and commercial vitality of Chesham in a way that encourages sustainable
employment opportunities, housing and business facilities that respect the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty in which it is situated.’ three, ‘To preserve the unique
identity of Chesham and promote its heritage and its environment.’, four ‘To
consult with, understand and represent the views and wishes of the citizens of
Chesham.’ and is in line with the town council’s commitment within its Climate
Emergency declaration to ‘continue to work with partners (including local residents
and businesses) inside and outside the community to deliver widespread carbon
reductions.’
Environmental Implications

5.

The provision of cycling routes and a cycle hub will encourage residents to cycle
within town, reducing the community’s carbon footprint and air pollution.
Equality Act Implications

6.

None pertaining to this report.

Detailed Consideration
7.

The Zone 9 Cycling Group have produced a report (attached), introducing the
group and summarising the work that they have carried out researching a potential
cycling hub and cycling routes in Chesham. The management at Chesham Moor
Gym & Swim are very supportive of the idea of hosting the cycling hub.

Recommendations
(i)
(ii)

That the update be noted.
That the Council officially supports the aims of the Zone 9
Cycling Group and will offer assistance to the group.

------------------------------------------------------------------------Report from Zone 9 Cycling Group – 7th July 2020
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Introduction:
‘Zone 9 Cycling Group’ has been set up as a sub-group of Sustainable Chesham and consists
of local cyclists who see the promotion of cycling and cycling facilities as an essential
response to helping Chesham and the surrounding area provide a more sustainable
environment. We have now completed another online meeting using Zoom and feel that it
is now time to send our recommendations on cycling to Sustainable Chesham with the
express wish that they be presented to the relevant council, councillors etc. as soon as
possible. The recent government initiative provides us with a great opportunity to get
something substantial implemented urgently.
In this report, the term ‘cycling’ includes all shapes, sizes and types of bikes as well as
cyclists themselves. So we also include e-bikes.
1. Cycling Hub (see attached document ‘Cycling Hub.doc’)
We believe that a Cycling Hub should be established in the town as soon as possible. To this
end, and in view of the urgency, a submission has been made to the Chesham Masterplan
on this point, setting out what is required. The attached document ‘Cycling Hub.doc’ sets
out what we believe needs to be achieved.
It is worth noting that we had a successful Zoom meeting with Jeremy Wyman and Andy
Garnett, from the Rotary Club, and both were very supportive. Andy has also been involved
with the Chesham Masterplan, which is why we submitted the case for a Cycling Hub so
urgently, and Jeremy provided us with a useful link to the Sustrans map on council
responses to the recent government initiative (see below, point 3). We would prefer the
Chittendens site for the hub, though there are other options (namely the Moor Gym & Swim
site). However, a site near the railway station would be good as it would be more readily
seen by commuters and people visiting Chesham.
It should also be noted that the aim is not to compete with local cycling shops or cafes.
However, the local cycling shop is only open, as far as we know, on Fridays and Saturdays
between 11:30am and 16:00pm. As the move towards a Hub progresses, we would certainly
be keen to keep Stonnells (cycle shop) and Fastbreak (sports shop) informed and consulted.
As for cafes etc. the Hub would only supply specific cycling drinks and snacks not available
elsewhere. The Hub should also entice more visitors and locals to the town
centre, increasing the footfall/tyrefall for the benefit of everyone.
2. Map of proposed new cycle routes through Chesham
(see attached document ‘cycle plan v3.pdf’)
In the map attached you should be able to see [i] a possible route to the station from the
top of Nashleigh Hill [ii] a route up through Lowndes park to the school at the top (thus
encouraging more pupils/students/staff, ancillary staff etc. to cycle to the school) [iii] routes
that link to the Amersham Road cycle path and Waterside [iv] plus a few other suggestions.

In addition, we think it important that some means should
be found, whereby cyclists can cycle to or through the ‘pedestrianised’ part of the High
Street. Heavy motorised vehicles have access through the area, so, for example, a specified
cycle path/lane would not be difficult to put in place. Many cyclists come to the town for a
coffee break or visit the market and shops, and we think this should be encouraged.
3. Local Authority responses (see attached document ‘sustrans_map.jpg’)
According to the main UK cycling organisation, Cycling UK, “£225m has been made available
in England alongside revised statutory guidance for local authorities that makes it clear that
local authorities are expected to use their powers to implement temporary measures such
as pop up cycle lanes to enable more people to walk and cycle safely.”
The charity Sustrans, which created the National Cycle Network, has created a useful map to
show the latest street changes across the UK that have arisen as a response to the
government initiative and this can be seen at https://www.sustrans.org.uk/space-to-move/
The map shows that action is taking place in terms of temporary cycle lanes, wider
footpaths, barriers to close streets to motor traffic, and reduced speed limits, and we would
like to see Chesham on that map.
Finally, it is worth noting the positive and supportive comments on walking and cycling in
the recent missive from Martin Tett, Leader of Buckinghamshire Council
“It’s also really important to drive safely and keep your speed down. I have noticed, as a
cyclist that over the past few weeks that there is now more traffic on our roads. Also, some
drivers are driving far too fast which is endangering not only themselves but also walkers
and cyclists.
It is absolutely vital that all drivers observe the speed limits and take extra care out on the
roads. This helps keep all road-users safe and avoids extra strain on the NHS and emergency
services at a time when they are already under great pressure.
We are looking at opportunities to bid into the Government’s recently announced ‘Active
Travel’ fund which is designed to promote more walking and cycling.”
We are looking forward to seeing these opportunities being realised.
End of report
Zone 9 Cycling Group

Cycling Hub
We, Zone 9 Cycling Group, as part of Sustainable Chesham, strongly feel that The Masterplan
for Chesham should include a Cycling Hub based on existing hubs in Hertfordshire [none as yet
in Buckinghamshire] to be located in or close to the centre of town. This would enhance the
current and proposed infrastructure, act as a focal point for cycling & walking and be a clear
statement of Chesham's commitment to green and sustainable travel in and around our town.
Chesham, as we know, suffers from a lack of user-friendly alternatives to the car and the Local
Authority's current stance is not clear when it comes to providing safe routes into the town
centre and to schools from the outlying areas. Promotion of green routes would significantly
improve our local environment and also allow us to take advantage of our proximity to the
countryside and act as a 'Gateway To The Chilterns'.
Currently there are three potential sites for a hub:Chittenden's, a currently-empty shop, is close to the town centre, has great visibility and good
potential footfall.
Water Meadow car park [Masterplan proposes housing for the place I had in mind, so this is
currently at odds with their thoughts] has good parking and is close to the town centre with good
visibility
The Moor has good parking, plenty of space/options and maybe a linkup with the outdoor
pool/gym, but is not central.
Unfortunately, the only cycling shop in Chesham has limited potential and would not fulfil any
brief.
Using the 4 hubs in Hertfordshire as a template, they are non-profit making community
resource, set up in partnership with local, district and county councils and the communities they
serve, together with local organisations and national bodies. They provide a focus for cycling
with training courses [cycling and maintenance], bicycle hire and sales [new including e-bikes
and recycled], repairs and servicing, local information on routes, social/guided rides and
recycling old bikes and parts. They provide employment and volunteering opportunities and are
expected to be self-funding after 2 years.
Investment in the start-up phase will vary depending on the site selected but could range from
£25k for a shop style fit-out to £50k plus if buildings etc need to be sourced. These estimates
are based on the experiences of the Hertfordshire schemes, so will need to be tailored to the
preferred site in Chesham.
The hubs have been set up to promote healthy activities and improved mental well-being and to
enhance the National Sports Strategy, as well as to meet the stated aims of local, district,
county councils and the government who have committed to providing comfortable, safe and
sustainable walking and cycling links through town centres and to protecting and improving their
green infrastructure.

